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COSMIC IN-COMING TIDE 

By the Editor 

Our planet Earth is moving into the Aquarian, New or 
Golden Age period. Cosmic Rays and influences, known 
and unknown to us are bombarding and pouring into our 
earth, our bodies and our consciousness. 

The Aquarian Rays are breaking up old conditions, old 
conventional methods, traditions and old limited concepts. 
In fact, the Aquarian Influence is wiping out all former 
concepts to make way for the entirely new! 

Entirely new ideas will come about naturally. New 
expressions will bring direct truth to our people. The old 
Race-Habit-Pattern is dying a very rapid death. 

Our friends from outer space and inner dimensions are 
contacting us quite naturally within the In-coming Tide 
of Good Cosmic Influences. Cosmic and Spiritual healing 
therapy is penetrating our earth sphere. The Outer Space 
craft are communicating to us not only Wisdom and Truth, 
but also a healing therapy for conditioning us to understand 
the new change coming so rapidly. Our human bodies are 
being spiritualized and toned-up to respond to the higher 
frequency vibration of a more subtle and refined atmosphere 
of the Universe. In other words, we are being prepared 
for a state of "Christ-Awareness." 

The Christ-body is a body of Light and lives in Holy 
Inner Light. Aquarius is an Air Sign moving on into the 
Light or Christ-Light-Awareness sphere. 

It is the purpose of this magazine to help our people to 
become "Aware" of the Truth of being now in Reality. 
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Also, to establish better communications and a closer 
affinity with our own people as well as those in Outer Space, 
other worlds and stars, etc. 

This magazine is attempting to gently remind our people 
to turn inward before they can understand the phenomena 
of life, whether it is their own physical body, their spirit or 
their soul, or even a flying saucer. Now we must turn to the 
Cause, rather than to study from the effects only. So, there
fore, Inspiration from the Holy Spirit into the human body
mind is also necessary. 

If we turn within and look for the Source of the Light, 
the Source of the Creator's Light, we open to the Cosmic 
and Spiritual Inspiration of God's Love, Wisdom and Truth 
now pouring into our sphere from the Higher Consciousness 
Fields of Awareness of the Universe Itself. 

There is no time left for arguments or discords. Now, 
all who will, must agree in Christ-Love for the benefit of 
all humanity. Otherwise, to those who do not gather to
gether in this kind of an Agreement, they will not survive 
during the great change. 

How do I know this? Because there is a Cosmic Schedule 
to be met by this Space Ship, our so-called Planet Earth
Shan. And also, I know that we, the Planet Earth-Shan 
people are Interplanetary Beings, even within the spaces of 
~he atoms within our own physical bodies. So, there is 
Hope, much Hope for all of us! 

THE COVER SKETCH 

This sketch by your editor is purely inspirational and is an 
abstract picture of the space ship intelligences awakening us out 
of our state of apathy 

The Single Eye represents the Inner Vision of the Higher Con
sciousness. Without this vision, we would be lost. Our Space 
arid Cosmic Friends are stimulating this inner vision into activity 
now for our own benefit. The Inner Vision must be awakened 
now in man of this earth so that humanity may improve its own 
Leadership into a New Age of Love and Understanding. 
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THE NEW AGE IS FOR MARY 

By the Editor 

Yes, the New Age belongs to Mary, the mother of Jesus. 
Jesus, who brought the Divine Father's Christ-Spirit and 
the Comforter to this Planet Earth-Shan. 

Mary is also the spiritual mother of the human race. And 
she is the Spiritual Counterpart of Man himself. For She 
is the Divine Feminine Principle of God Himself. 

The Divine Lady has been working for her human 
children silently with the Christ, down through the ages. 
She is the Daughter of the Creator's Word, the Voice of 
Oneness. 

The Divine Lady through her highest representative, 
Mary, the Mother of Jesus, will be the Comforter to human
ity in the New Aee as She was to His Disciples after the 
fi rst Pentecost . 

But first, t 1crc must be Peace in this world, before Her 
Divine a!'.d Sweet Presence will be known. 

Man must understand that Mary is the other half of him
self. For only through Mary can man find his Unity with 
his True-Self. Ard only through Mary can the Earth-Shan 
woman free herself from the bondage of Duality. 

(There is a most beautiful and inspiring little booklet 
written by Corinne R eline, titled "The Life and Mysteries 
of the Blessed Virgin. " This booklet can be ordered from 
the New Age Publishing Company, price $1.00 ). 

Corinne R eline writes in the Foreword : 
"The early Church understood and taught the truths per

taining to Initiation as these had been preserved in the 
Mystery T emples through the ages past. It was on these 
truths that the Church was founded. 'Thou are Peter 
(petros, the Greek for rock ) and upon this rock I will build 
my church,' said the Christ, the rock being none other than 
the Philosopher's Stone or the Rock of Initiation. 
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"It was a part of the Mission of the Lord Christ to re
establish the Ancient M ysteries and to give them a new 
impulse that would enable man to attain to heights of con
sciousness not hitherto possible. Among His disciples, the 
Blessed Mary was not only the most advanced but She was 
also His most efficient Co-Worker. In the coming New Age 
Mary will not meet with either Protestant indifference nor 
Catholic deification, but will be recognized as a perfected 
human individual and a Master-Ego whose ministry, like 
that of the Christ, is to all the world." 

For it is She, the Divine Lady, through her highest 
representative, Mary, the Mother of Jesus, who is the 
Philosopher's Stone, the Rock upon which He built His 
Church, (Church, translated means, expression of the soul) 
so, the Divine Lady is the Creator's own soul-expression. 
She is His Own Special Heaven through which He creates 
worlds, planets, stars, moons, suns and the Christs all united 
as the "One." 

"MY GOODNESS, MY SAUCERS!" 

The sponsored Flying Saucer has arrived! A "plane will 
flv over Y orkshirc and Lancashire at night with a neon 
advertising sign under its wings-first neon advertising of 
its kind. " (Crosby H erald, 11 / 12 / 53 ) . Yorks. and Lanes. 
spotters, beware !- F . S. N ews (England ) . 

ICED-UP SAUCERS 

An American research institute claims that more FS have 
heen seen inside the Arctic Circle than outside it. Figures 
show 126 reports of sa users from Alaska, 103 from Green
land and 187 from elsewhere in the Arctic Circle.--South 
Wales Echo) 10/ 11 / 53. 
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THE SOLAR MAN 

The editor was pleased to receive compliments, inquiries 
and requests for more of Mr. Joseph C. Bonner's work. 

Mr. Bonner's message titled "What More Need Be Said?" 
was published in the November issue of Interplanetary 
News And a certain reader sent in a question requesting 
Mr. Bonner to answer. This question is in regard to the 
Number and Mark of the Beast as written in the Bible. 
I sent the question on to Mr. Bonner. 

"Dear Mr. Bonner : I know you are among other things 
a student of H ebrew, so, would you please answer this ques
tion sent in by one of my readers: 'We have read and heard 
that The Mark of the Beast is 666. The sixtli letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet being a V, is this number 666 really 
derived from threeV's (VVV) and is it the Mark of the 
Beast?' " 

Here is his reply: 
"No, the sixth letter, VA V (pronounced VUV) is written 

777. The dot in the center VaV changes that consonant tc;:> 
a vowel ( U ) . Va V is nothing more than the name of the 
sixth letter in Hebrew. This number has nothing whatever 
to do with 'The Mark of the Beast.' According to th~ Inner 
Sacred Teachings of the Zohar, that has a different number 
entirely. . 

"666 is a key symbol representing the 'Low~r' Mind. This 
has been falsely inferred as the 'Mark of the Beast,' the 
lower or passionate mind, by self-styled occultists. The truth 
of the matter is that the 'Lower' mind means <the below the 
head,' in other words, the abdominal mind, the mind ·of 
'King Sol-o-man,' Sol-o-Man, the Solar Man or brain ahd 
is represented by the code letter 7 (V) spelled out as 777 
(Vu V ) and later changed by numerologists info ''666.' " 

"When man rises in Cop.scio:~sness upwards through the 
Sphere 555 which is the rea]m of the 'Ego,' or Big-l-Am 
Man and overcomes his Five Senses and awakens his Sixth, , 
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then oniy has he 'Passed Out. 1 Pasha means Passover of 
Sense which is not intuition, so-called, but the 'Solar-Brain.' 
his Lower Sphere 777, and he is in a New Realm 888. But 
such teachings are seldom divulged to the Animalistic or 
Swine of Biblical terminology, because it is of no value to 
them, since they will only distort it, in their ignorance, to 
suit their own purpose. It is the Kaiser, Hitler and Stalin, 
etc., to delude others for a Stipulation. But, when one 
awakens from his Long Sleep of Hibernation and becomes 
aware of his own True Nature, then all things are added 
unto him and he no longer needs his makeshift crutches but 
can walk alone, upright, a New-Born-Son, reading at his 
pleasure the Fiery Word of Life in every Cloud and Star 
and Zephyr Breeze."-The Regent~ ]CB. 

THE LAW OF GRAVITY RECONSIDERED 

A curious but interesting bit of news in the August 3rd 
issue of Newsweek,* relative to Albert Einstein and his new 
Unified Field Theory, by means of which he has been 
hoping to correlate and unify the two basic forces of the 
universe: gravity and electro-magnetism. 

It now appears that Professor Hlavaty, of Indiana Uni
versity, has in turn, so simplified the Einsteinian equations 
that the Unified Field Theory may soon be taken out of the 
realm of theory and be experimentally verified. When that 
is done, says Professor Hlavaty, gravity will be passe. It will 
then be proved to be but another aspect of electro
magnetism, like light, radio waves and other forms of 
electromagnetic radiation. The earth- and, of course, every 
other planetary and stellar body- will be proved to be just 
another magnet.-Flying Saucer N ews (England). 

*Quoted in ((Theosophy in Action," December, 1 '53. 
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ORTHODOX SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY 

TO BE REPLACED IN NEW AGE 

By George Hunt Williamson 

The word, orthodox, implies a standard of truth, so that 
conformity with it is right, and divergence from it error; 
but the standard itself may vary from age to age. 

We can look back into history and see many examples 
when orthodox views gave way to new knowledge. Most 
of these changes did not take place overnight. The example, 
well known to every school child, is the story of Columbus, 
and how the great scientists of his day called him a crazy 
fanatic for believing the earth was round. This idea was 
not Columbus' own, for it had been circulated amongst the· 
ancients for thousands of years; yet, the majority of the 
people in the world did not embrace this theory until only 
a few hundred years ago. In fact. there are still peopl~ . 
today who believe the earth to be flat! 

Many so-called prophets today are foretelling horrible 
destruction and doom for the people of earth. They claim 
life is eternal, yet they fear the transition called "death." 
The space friends are here to help us, not to destroy us : .. 
and although there are going to be vast changes taking 
place from time to time on the physical, mental and spiritual 
planes, still ontly the good is to be inherited by man on this 
sorrowful planet.' 

Earthman has reached the stage in his evolution where 
he must be shown that he is not merely a lonely accident on 
one world only. His brothers and sisters exist on literally 
billions and billions of worlds in the Omniverse! As we 
come more and more under the beneficent rays of Aquarius, 
cosmic- ray bombardment will become more intensified (for 
elaboration on this and present scientific discoveries see 
Valor, Jan. 16, 1954) and . everything on our planet will be 
changed vibrationally. 
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For centuries, Theology has battled Science, and vice 
versa. What they are arguing about is not known, for the 
two are really one, and will become one in the " Golden 
Dawn" approaching rapidly. Afl form er theories will be 
discarded . . . or at least improved upon. W e will know 
definitely where we have been inaccurate in the past and 
why! Truth will not contradict Truth. Therefore our 
Philosophy of Life will be built on a science that recognizes 
a Creator of Cosmos and a Divine Plan working every
where! 

No longer will we be required to follow certain ritualistic 
practices or believe certain dogma in order to get into 
"heaven." On the other hand, we will no longer have to 
swing to the other side of the road to embrace the cold, 
bare facts of a materialistic science. In short, we are about 
to "level off" or "get in balance." 

Matters are what they are because of certain unstable or 
unbalanced conditions on the earth planet. With the help 
of our space friends we are about to enter a "Golden Ag-e," 
but it won't happen by the time you read this article. We 
are even now in transition. and it won't be very long before 
those thought to be "psychic fanatics," will find they are 
no longer in the minority ! Call this New Age a new dis
pensation, a Golden Dawn or Age, a new density or dimen
sion or Aquarius .. . it really doesn't matter . .. the im
portant thing is . . . IT IS H ER E ! 

There is another battle going on, and that is ,t he 
West Coast cold-war of the "ETHERIANS" and the 
" MATERIALISTS." Actually, there is no point of argu
ment, just as there isn't in the eternal science-versus-religion 
fracas. 

If you will read the theories of these researchers I'm 
certain you will see no contradiction, unless it lies in the 
terminology of these various groups or individuals ! I think 
it all stems from our archaic idea of what the word "ether" 
or "etheria" means. Upon hearing these words we imme-
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diately think of "nothingness," absence of all except thought, 
etc. Now we realize that space and ether are one and the 
same thing, and all of us, whether on earth or some other 
world are inhabitants or occupants of this medium! Vibra
tions here or there may be different, but all beings are "solid" 
when in their own environment. 

As I said some weeks ago in my open letter to all "saucer" 
investigators : LET'S FORGET DIFFERENCES (which 
really don't exist ) AND WORK TOGETHER FOR ALL 
MEN EVERYWHERE! 

Ye , scientific and theological dogma will take a "death 
blow," but science itself and the belief in a Creator will go 
on to greater revelations in the "Golden Dawn." May our 
Infinite Father guide us always, and may we stand in His 
Light! 

DOWN TO EARTH 

This editor was p rivileged to hear a lecture and full 
description by !Jr. Bethurum Redondo Beach, California, 
of all his eleven contacts with the Planet Clarion, Lady 
Captain and her crew of thirty-two men. Mr. Bethurum 
also saw the lady on the street in Las Vegas and again with 
a member of her crew in a cafe. To date, Mr. Bethurum 
gives the best actual "down to earth" contact in our density 
with the outer space visitors. 

Mr. 0 . B. LaVoie, Ornamental Iron Specialist, and close 
friend of M r. Bethurum was with him some time ago when 
contact was attempted with the Visitors from the planet 
Clarion, from beyond the moon. 

There '".rere other fri ends in the party. Evidently, Aura 
Rhanes, the lady captain, did not wish to meet a large 
group, as the space scout ship was seen streaking across the 
sky, but it did not land at that time. 

(Continued on Page 19) 
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COSMIC FRIENDS AND WHY NOT? 

By George Louis Pafort 
Vero Beach, Florida 

Insistent stories of eerie objects streaking across the skies 
of the world during the last four years have kept the minds 
of mankind in states of wonderment. There has, no doubt, 
been much worrying. Many too, have merely smirked over 
the strange reports and tales. Some indeed, apathetically, 
are unconcerned. These objects have been designated as 
"chromium hubcaps," " flying washtubs" and "whirling 
doughnuts. " Most aptly, they a re referred to as "flying 
saucers." 

Just what are these flying obj ects, and do they have 
reality? Let us pursue the question by considering "Con
clusion: Unknown," which is the report of the Air T echni
cal Intelligence Center. T his Center is at ' "'right-Patterson 
Field, Dayton, Ohio. T he United States Air Force employs 
scientists and has this Center maintained by experts, who 
in the know-how and why, are in a super-class. They are 
supposed to know everything about obj ects that fly. 

The A. T . I. C. has analyzed some 2000 reports received 
through military channels of saucer sightings . Over 50 o/o 
of these reports have had reasonable explanation. Around 
15 % of the data submitted was found to be insufficient to 
make valu<ltions. A remaining 15 % or about 300 reports 
constitute the A. T . I. C.'s oo·en verdict : "Unsolved," or as 
otherwise stated: "Conclusion: Unknown. " 

Is there anything so astounding about all this? There 
should be, if one keeos in mind that these reports are 
"official" and are confirm~d by high ranking officers and 
men of authority in the U. S. Air Force. "Conclusion: 
Unknown" can only me::tn that of certain 300 specific re
ports analvzed by tnese sci.entists and experts, they were 
only to be ld t floundering in a sea of bewilderment. After 
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laying the subject open to every possible search thinkable 
by these men of authority, they have come to no other con
clusion than: "Unknown." 

Now the remarkable thing about this conclusion is that 
it definitely verifies the existence of strange flying objects. 
Their conclusion admits the manifestation of them. Their 
report: "Unknown" refers to them. 

On the other hand, there are responsible unofficial 
authorities, like Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe, U. S. Marine 
Corps, Retired, whose opinions can be considered of value. 
Maj. Keyhoe is the author of a book, "The Flying Saucers 
Are Real," published in 1952. His second book, "Flying 
Saucers From Outer Space," is just off the press. The 
factual items stated can there be obtained. By his own 
statement this investigator is convinced that the saucers are 
real and interplanetary. 

That the flying saucers are real and interplanetary is 
the conviction of many other honest minds, and not only 
highly intellirrent, but persons of reliability and recognized 
integrity. Their positive conviction is that the space ship 
occurrences are supernal. To them enough evidence pre
vails to make the claim good that interplanetary com
munication is established. 

How tremendous the significance and the valuation this 
is in relation to our lives and times goes beyond saying,. Y ct 
are we not face to face with phenomena that is far more 
awesomely astounding than anything brought to the atten
tion of mankind before? Other wonders of the world, in
cluding the famous "seven," become far less marvelous. 

Even the findings of atomic power in our modern age 
become less important. 

The realization of the fact and manifestation of inter
planetary communication by means of space ships or objects, 
gives man the story of the century, yea, very likely, the 
greatest in the annals of all time. The space ships are now 
an event. From various calm and sober sources have come 
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accounts that give the gravest confirmation that the supreme 
exploit of the ages has been achieved. They tell the world 
that interspacial obstacles have been surmounted by intelli
gent beings of another sphere, who have begun to form 
liaisons with our own world across vast spaceless sky. 

Before us we have matter, whatever substance it may 
consist of, functioning in new and startling revelations. 
Mankind can but trust that it will function progressively 
for its betterment, event on event. 

Surely, we can accept by now that we are being watched 
and visited by inhabitants of another planet. For the 
present what matters it what that planet is. But it is abso
lutely reasonable and important that mankind acknowledge 
that these saucer people are of a fri endly nature. They are 
not to be considered enemies armed with all diabolical 
gadgets in the way of death-ray guns and other ghastly 
weapons of destruction. These ideas are but the figments 
of the scientific-fic tion writers. These Saucer folk should 
be accepted as just friends from another world, possessing 
intelligence far greater than inhabitants of earth. Accept 
them so, and why not? 

Though the question of space ship existence revolves 
around "Conclusion: U nknown" in the mind of some 
authorities, can we not, ourselves, humbly conclude by the 
very fact of their existence and occurrence, that we are liv
ing in the greatest period of time for which the peoples of 
the world could be hopeful! So hope for much good, and 
be strong. 

"H e hath said to his brethren : Lo we do miracles unto 
ourselve". the sky showeth wonders. the earth hath a magic, 
we are divine in our offi r.e whereof earth is improved and 
life is turned wonderful."-Go!den Scripts 14 :1 3. 
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A FLYING SAUCER IN BUENOS AIRES 

(This letter was sent to Dr. Raymond Piper of Syracuse 
University._ H e forwarded it to the Editor.) 

"There must be something of Magic White in Diogenes' 
lantern, for that reason I take the liberty of sending to this 
intelligent, interesting philosopher and writer the veridic 
account of how and when I actually saw a Flying Saucer. 
Whether there were specks of dust or red corpuscles in my 
eyes or a suppressed sex-urge I do not know. There mig,ht 
have been a combination of all three, how can one tell? 

"About 6: 30 p.m. on December 11 , 1951 , our planet was 
swiftly turning against the sun, the sky calm blue and very 
transparent, when I heard my Spanish maid call desperate
ly 'from the terrar.e, 'Senora, come, come the moon is 
moving !' Unable to grasp her meaning I rushed out, and 
was just in time to see a. rare and fascinating sight. 

"There appeared to be a new moon moving very, very 
slowly from north to south. when all of a sudden it turned 
over and a big luminous disk came into view, bluish-white 
in the center surrounded by an infra-red rim. It hovered 
for a: few seconds, then turned to an angle of about 60 
degrees, and vanished · a:t an enormous spe·ed towards the 
south. · · 
. "{ too believe in interplanetary travel and white magic 

and many kinds of 'Beams.' May your own special one 
continue to shine. · · 
. ·"with r~spect and admiraticn, yo~rs truly 

Buenos Aires, Argentina , 
Jan. 4, 1954. 

Violet Warwick Carelli.'.' 

· "The world -is at the crossroads ; It awaiteth a leadership; 
man · hath stumbled and blundered; now his leadership 
pursueth him. "- Golden Scripts 14: 34. 
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DIVINE LOVE AND UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE 

By Raymond F. Piper, Ph.D., Syracuse University. 

[Dr. Raymond F. Piper is professor of Philosophy in Syracuse 
University, specialzing in philosophy of religion and aesthetics. 
He came here in 1917 and will retire next summer. He is author 
of half of each of two books : THE FIELDS AND METHODS 
OF KNOWLEDGE. 1929, with Paul W. Ward, and PREFACE 
TO PHILOSOPHY: BOOK OF READINGS, with Tolley and 
Hoople. He has published about thirty articles, mostly on religious 
subjects. In 1932-33 he spe_nt seventeen months in the Orient in 
the study of religions and philosophy. In his spare time during 
the last seven years he has been searching around the world by 
mail for the best recent examples (done since 1918) of religious 
and metaphysical art for a comprehensive book on COSMIC ART 
or ART AND GOD. He has on hand about 2,000 photos from 
sixty countries, and is now trying to select the best 400. Dr. Piper 
says, " I am eager, however, to know of any such works of notable 
effectiveness, done in modern style, which might be better than 
any I now have. I shall include a few works done under psychic 
control. I shall be grateful for artists' addresses." ] 

The communication of Divine love to human minds 
evidently depends upon the existence of three favorable 
factors: (') A transmitter) God, master, prophet, or other 
love-filled person; ( 2) a willing, ready, responsive recipient; 
and (3) an effective physical or spiritual vehicle or means 
of transmission. 

The third conditi'on seems best fulfilled in some kind of 
universal language. So far as I know, there are seven 
possibilities for such a language: 

( 1 ) The languag~ of gesture. meaningful and intelligible 
among birds, animals. and human beings, and capable of 
high development. as in the marvels of the dances of India. 

(2) The possible future use of one natural language, 
such as English. French, or Chinese (used by more people 
than anv other) . 

( 3) A ooss.ible renascence of "tbe mother universal 
language" known as Senzar, and also called Deva-Bhashya. 
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( 4) The ancient Sanskrit represented by the writings left · 
by the late Mrs. Catharine Adair Robinson of Palo Alto, 
Calif. She held that a similar language had be'en used in 
the first or ancient Atlantis. 

( 5) Interling,ua, the best of about 350 proposed con
structed universal auxiliary language. 

( 6) Some universal language w:ed on and among other 
planets. 

( 7) T elepathic "language," the transfer of meanings 
directly from mind to mind without the use of ordinary 
auditory or visual verbal signs. Such is the mode of com
munication between God and ecstatic mystics and yogis, as 
well as between spiritual beings and highly developed 
psychic mediums. 

These seven possible languages would be reduced to six 
if numbers three and four turned out to be similar, and they 
would be reduced to five if, in addition, six and seven were 
found to be alike. Some comments on several of these pro
posals need to be made, according to number. 

( 1) On Nov. 20, 1952, Mr. George Adamski reports that 
he encountered a man who had come by a flying saucer 
from another planet. This memorable event occurred in 
the desert about ten miles from Desert Center, Arizona, and 
is described in Part 2 of the book call'ed Flying Saucers 
Have Landed, by Desmond Leslie and George Adamski, 
published in 1953 by The British Book Center, 420 W. 45th 
Street. New York City 36. M r. Adamski immediately found 
that he and his visitor had no common natural language. 
although the strang·er "was very expert in mental telepathy." 
He recounts tne fasr.inating way in which, within an hour, 
he graduallv ·establishd cnmmunication by developing ges
tures and telepathic communication of meanings. 

( 2 ) The setting up of one of the living natural languages 
as a nniversal la~guage has so many momentous objections 
that it is unlikely to come to pass. Natural languages are 
too irregular in syntax and too stiff and inflexible in usage. 
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Further, every such language is tightly and painly involved 
in nationa-l prejudices and animosities. Also, persons who 
learned such a language in infancy would have an unfair 
psychological advantage over those who learned it as adults. 
Everybody should start on the same level, learn one auxiliary 
language as they learn the multiplication table, as well as 
acquire skill in their historical or cultural language. 

( 3) A remarkable account of Senzar is found in the 
page!> of the book, THE LOTUS FIRE, by George S. Arun
dale, published in 1939 by The Theosophical Publishing Co., 
Adyar, Madras, India. H e declares that this tongue was 
"universal in the olden days before the confusion of the 
'Tower of Babel. ' .. It was the 'Mother-Sanskrit' reported 
to have been brought from Venus." H e thinks that it 
entered largely into the making of the Egyptian hieratic 
language. His description of the latter forms suggests some 
similarity to the script of the Robinson variety, in this 
respect that in both, forms have the nature of ideographs 
which suggest the meanings functionally, by patterns, aft er 
the manner of some Chine e characters, and no spoken 
sounds are necessary. He believes that these characters 
could be understood by spiritual persons or adepts of any 
spoken language. H e affirms that the ideograms of this 
"ancient s~cerdotallanguage" ... were "common and inter
national property among initiated mystics and their follow
ers, . . . which every Initiate can recognize and translate into 
the lower languages of the intellectual world." 

( 4) A sample of the :&obinson variety of ancient Sanskrit 
is included below. Its translation into English occupies 
nearly a page of double spacing. It is distinguished by the 
extensive use of spirals, and it is beautiful to behold. She 
left the following interpretation of the sign for " the shrine," 
which is located in the next to the last line, third character 
from the right : the base "was of carved teakwood or ebony 
similar to the stands used under Chinese bowls. The family 
shrine was a small replica of the one on the High Altar in 
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"A Letter of Unfoldment" in Ancient Sanskrit, as recorded from 
memory by the la te Mrs. Catharine Adair Robinson of Palo Alto, 
California. 

the T emple. A family bowl was represented thus [by a 
curve or arc resting on the stand], but the most sacred 
Golden Bowl was as one lighted by candles within it as was 
done on some High Occasions, to luster its beauty. The 
Guiding Spirit hovers over." 

( 5) Interlingua is the remarkable product of about 
twenty-five years of intensive and broad research by dozens 
of scholars co-ordinated by the International Auxiliary 
Language Association, represented at the present time by 
Science Service, Interlingua Division, 80 E. 11th St., New 
York City 3. This Service has published a superb pamphlet 
called "The Case for Interlingua" by Alexander Gode, 
which gives the history of the problem, the inadequacy of 
other solutions such as Esperanto, and the foundations and 
philosophy of Interlingua. 

"The major theorems with which Interlingua stands or 
falls are the following: 
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"1. The languages of the world are not reducible to one 
universal pattern. There is no 'absolute' linguistic pattern, 
and every language- naturai or constructed- falls of neces
sity into one of many possible specialized molds. 

"2. The global internationalism of the twentieth century 
is propelled by ideological forces of occidental origin. These 
are conceivable only in occidental thought (and speech) 
molds; they are so conceived by all participants regardless of 
what their accidental native language background may be. 

"3. The languages of the Occident are-by origin or in 
consequence of historical influences or both-so closely akin 
to one another that it is both sound and illuminating to con
ceive of them as variants of one type language which has 
fittingly been called Standard Average European (SAE). 

"4. The natural and only possible supranational language 
of science-which, in the most comprehensive sense, coin
cides with the forces of contemporary internationalism- is 
Standard Average European. Of this Interlingua is to date 
the most satisfactory formulation. Eventual improvements 
of it, such as are characteristic of all living languages, will 
come in the form of organic developments through usage." 
- From ((The Case for Interlingua." 

Interlingua has aimed at practicality from the first. 
Although I have not studied this language, I can read 
approximately ninety per cent of material in this tongue. 
I read the first page I encountered completely with the 
exception of one word, the word for Tuesday. A great and 
sound universal language is now in existence. Its lnterlin{!ua
En l!lish Dictionarv has been oublished. The one problem 
left is the tremendous one of getting the nations of the world 
and United N:=ttions to adont it and to get it established as 
one of the indispensable elements in the public schools of 
all peoples. 

( 6-7 ) In her remarkable book called NATIVES OF 
ETERNITY, published in 1944 by J. F. Rowny Press, 
Santa Barbara, Calif., the author, Flower E. Newhouse, re-
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ports various astral journeys to other planets. On pages 82 
and 86 she declares, "As we observed the Venusians, the 
woman made some remark to her son and lo, I noticed they 
did not use their vocal organs, but telepathy for conversa
tion, so I could comprehend them. . . . In the presence of 
the Venusians it did not seem strange to communicate with 
each other entirely by thought. " 

DOWN TO EARTH 
(Continued frnm Page 9) 

Mr. LaVoie, at a recent Los Feliz Lions meeting, showed 
blueprints of the inside and outside of the space craft . H e 
said that according to Mr. Bethurum the space craft moves 
through the air surrounded by an electric field which nulli
fies the fo rce of gravity and thereby enables it to maneuver 
as no manmade aircraft has ever been able to navigate. 

H ere I would like to add that we, hereof this earth, are 
capable of traveling far out into space in our physical bodies 
in manmade aircraft. Just as surely the other physical 
oeings of another density are capable of arriving here from 
millions and millions of miles away, from space outside of 
our planet, and from out of our Solar System. So, we too, 
have this dormant possibility, that is, if we make peace 
within our selves first. All traces of greed and lust and self 
gain must be erased from our consciousness. The higher 
intelligent beings will not allow a larger degree of conscious
ness to interfere with the Universal Plan of Progression. 
This is very understandable. If our home is threatened 
with termites, we do something about it. So will the higher 
and wiser ones, if, in our ignorance, we go on blindly 
towards destroying our home, physically, mentally and 
spiritually. It, evidently, is of utmost importance that we 
do not destroy our present home, this planet earth. There 
is much for us to learn while we are temporarily stationed 
her.e on this planet Earth-Shan. (I understand that Shan 
means "Affiicted One.") 
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FROM "DIE NATUERLICHE SONNE'j 

[This is a translation from " Die Natuerliche Sonne" (The 
Natural Sun,) Chapters 5, 6 and 25. This was especially trans
lated for Interplanetary News Digest by Ella Elbert of Los An
geles, California.] 

This is one of the many New Revelations, which have 
been received from the Father of Light by Jakob Lorber, 
of Graz, Austria, in the years 1840 to 1864. 

The planet Mercury and the planet Venus are identi
cally alike and most of the inhabitants of the planet Mercury 
as well as the inhabitants of the planet Venus are highly 
intellectual people. The only difference between them is 
that the inhabitants of Mercury want to acquire their 
knowledge by personal actual experience from which they 
draw their own conclusions. Therefore, do these people, as 
well as later on as spirits, love to travel, because, they want 
to see all of creation with their own eyes in order to get 
their information first hand. When in the spirit world, they 
want to convince themselves whether their conclusions and 
opinions which they have formed during their physical life 
on that planet were correct and have not deceived them. 
These are the main characteristics of the inhabitants of the 
planet Mercury. 

Now if you want to study the inhabitants of Venus, for 
the most part they are just like the inhabitants of the planet 
Mercury, only they begin their studies of wisdom, where 
the people of Mercury end them. Their final test is that 
pha e with which the people of M ercury begin their think
ing before they have any actual experience and then they 
want to see. But the people of Venus want to see and 
observe fir t and then, after they have had their experience, 
they do their thinking. 

[The above is from the " Urgemeinde Gottes" publications of 
Germany. The publisher is Karl Veit. ( 16 ) Wiesbaden -Schier
stein, Worthstrabe 5. You may write there for information , 
however, these publications are in German . ] 
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Another booklet is the story of MALLONA. This is the 
name of a planet, which belonged to our solar system and 
which was destroyed by high-powered explosives by a greedy 
and unwise ruler. Fragments of Mallona are still travelling 
in the same path in which the planet itself used to rotate. 
These fragments, on which is neither any life nor vegetation 
any more, are called the Asteroids or Planetoids by the 
astronomers. The continents of this planet were formed 
very similar to those of our planet, the Earth. [ M allona is 
by Leopold Engel. ] 

WILLIAMSON AND BAILEY IN LOS ANGELES 

On Friday evening, March 26th, at the New Age Book 
Center, 1546 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles, a group of people 
interested in flying saucers and the people from outer space 
had the unusual privilege of hearing both George Hunt 
Williamson and Alfred C. Bailey, authors of "The Saucers 
Speak," recently published by the New Age Publishing Co. 

Much information not covered in the book was disclosed 
for the first time, such as governmental confirmation of 
actual saucer contacts by radiotelegraphy and scientific dis
coveries revealed by the saucer messengers. 

Several electronic engineers and technicians in the Los 
Angeles area are forming a group to establish contact with 
the saucers by radiotelegraphy and radar. 

Mr. Williamson is now compiling all his latest information 
for a book, soon to be published. This will include universal 
symbology and data on the solar mother tongue. 

WILLIAMSON ON T. V. 

As this magazine goes to press Mr. Williamson is scheduled 
to appear on television, Tuesday, March 30th, at 6 p. m. on 
Larry Harmon's "Commander Comet" show as a guest 
speaker. Please note new time and station : Channel 13 
at 6 p. m 
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SPACE SHIP LANDS IN CELERY FIELD 

This report was sent in to the editor by an eighty years 
young lady from Kentucky. H ere is her report : 

"Way back in October of 1928, one of the Flying Saucers 
landed only 50 feet from me in my celery field in vVisconsin. 
Seven small people emerged and ran into the woods. But, 
I examined the "Ship" very thoroughly, inside and out. It 
measured 99 feet in length, and 30 fee in diameter. It had 
14 portholes on each sid e. A small door near the front end. 
No mechanism of any kind for guiding or power. There 
were seven bucket seats and a great quantity of food near 
the front part of the ship. This food was very sin1ilar in 
size, shape and texture to the wafers we buy and feed to 
our goldfish. And it tasted delightful." 

The lady further states tha t the General Electric Com
pany hauled the Space Ship to their laboratory and she was 
told that the elements composing its structure definitely did 
not belong to this earth. Then, complete silence was main
tained and no mention of the landing was given out to the 
public. 

The little men were not seen or heard of again. Jut 
completely vanished. 

They were dressed in one-piece, neat-fitting coverall suits; 
light blue··gray color. H ead caps almost exactly in shape 
and fit like the aviator caps of World War I , the kind that 
fold flat and can b e put into a pocket. Their shoes were 
white and soft like moccasins. 

The lady concludes that there were at least a dozen land
ings of which she has positive knowledge, between the years 
of 1919 and 1930. These other landings of Space Ships 
were in northern Wisconsin and northern Illinois. And 
every saucer had five to seven little people in it. 

"And the living creatures ran and returned as the appear
ance of a fl ash of lightning."-Ezek. 1: 14. 
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SPACE CRAFT SIGHTINGS AND NEWS 

On January 13th, there was a report of flashes in the sky 
over the state of Ohio. The flashes and meteor-like lights 
were seen in several parts of the state. 

And for those who have never as yet seen a Space Ship 
or Flying Saucer, be of good cheer for, sooner or later, you 
will! Clarence M. Koehler of Baltimore, Md., writes that 
he had never experienced the Saucer phenomena until 
lately. About six weeks ago, a dirigible-like ship passed 
over his home about 11: 15 p.m. It had no undercarriage 
or back fin. 

February 2, reports came in about a huge Space Ship seen 
somewhere in New York state, but nothing appeared about 
in our West Coast newspapers. 

Space Ships fly over Hollpvood also. Friends of the 
editor reported seeing several on February first, early in 
the morning. 

From the March issue of the "Saucers" news report, 
published by Max Miller, P. 0. Box 34, Preuss Station, Los 
Angeles 35, Calif., [Price, 4 issues for $1.00], are these in
teresting sightings: 

Streamers of flying tinfoil descended on the greater 
Kansas City area Thursday night, December 1Oth, posing 
quite a mystery. 

The tinfoil was first noted when it fell on power lines, 
causing a series of suburban power failures. 

Air Force officials at Forbes Air Base, Topeka, Kansas, 
and the Central Air Defense Force here denied knowledge 
of the strips, which ranged from a foot to 200 feet in length 
and about half an inch wide. 

H. Percy Wilkins, a British astronomer, has observed a 
"Remarkable Bridge" 20 miles long and a mile or two wide, 
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that can be seen at the 5,000 foot level in the mountains on 
the moon. 

The astroncmer said the "Gigantic Arch" is undoubtedly 
natural althcugh it "looks like an engineering job." 

"It is absolutely regular," he said. "It casts a shadow 
under a low sun, and you can see the sunlight streaming in 
beneath it." 

As to what the huge white-skinned, but hairy and loin
clothed beings seen in the Malaya jungle are, and accord
ing to Geoge H. Williamson in Valor, issue of Jan. 23rd, 
1954, [Box 192, Noblesville, Indiana, weekly, price $5.00 
per year], they are possibly a "hairy race" that live under
ground in our earth, and that Cosmic changes are bringing 
them to the surface. Also, there are the "abominable snow
men" seen in the mountainous areas of Canada, Chile, and 
on Mt. Everest who have caused considerable speculation 
as to where they come from. 

Flying Saucers recently have received much publicity here 
and in Hollywood. 

On J anuary 17, 1954, on Paul Coates' " Confidential File" 
KTTV program at 10: 30 p . m. Mr. and Mrs. George Van 
Tassel made a personal appearance and Mr. Van Tassel 
gave a splendid account of our Interplanetary Friends with 
whom he communes. H e stated that on August 3rd, 1953, 
at 2 a.m. during full moonlight, a Space Ship made a land
ing near " the Rock" and that he was invited to go within 
the ship. 

An interesting fact, Mr. Van Tassel mentioned, was in 
regard to the Space Elevator which, he said, is holes in 
space. Space People stand on this and go up or down. 
The levels are marked with colors and weight is increased 
to go down and decreased to go up. · 
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The "Electronic Dopie" is not a Space Visitor, but wa 
invented by physicist G. M. Giannin of Pasadena, Calif. , • 
of this planet Earth-Shan. The News item appeared in the 
Daily News of Los Angeles. 

The "Dopie" is an electronic brain which has the I. Q. 
of a high grade moron, the article states. 

"Dopie" is a good indication of the changes already 
taking place here and now. Machines will work for men, 
rather than men be slaves to the machines they create. But 
man must learn how to spend his extra time in the advanc
ing New Age period for soul-expression in the Creator's 
Light. 

From the "Clips and Quotes, and Comments," Border
land Sciences Research Associates, Director Meade Layne, 
3524 Adams Ave., San Diego, California, is the following 
information: 

Y ada: "The present visitation of the aeroforms is, as you 
know, not a new event in the earth's history. Always there 
has been a coming and going of these people and their ships, 
and always there have been those who held ·permanent sta
tions near your planet. The number mentioned by Dr. 
Williamson or his communicators, ten to twelve millions, is 
not excessive. Innumerable are the worlds, and the beings 
who inhabit them." 

(Question) : " Those enormous space-ships described in 
<Oahspe'-from what you say, we should take them quite 
literally?'' 

Y ada: "It is rather foolish to refer to them as ships or 
craft. They are really celestial bodies, dark stars or worlds, 
often capable of carrying as many millions as your own 
planet does, or more. But these bodies are guided and con
trolled by mental energy-that is, by the free energy of 
space which mind can utilize. Man on your earth will 
learn-perhaps soon, in a small degree-that this can be 
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done-that all space is but an infinite reservoir of energy
free energy. When you can tap this you will not need 
power sources, or fuel, or motors or engines for propulsion
just as these visiting craft do not need them now. Nor is 
there any necessary limit to the speed of such space ships, 
though, as is done in your earth-aura, .they can move and 
exist in ariy space-time scheme desired. The great defect 
of our science is the inability to grasp the nature of space; 
it equates with the ethers and with energy. The control of 
this energy is equivalent to the control of Sun-Energy. All 
of the Suns are creators and dischargers of energy .... " 

From issue number 7 of Proceedings of the College of 
Universal Wisdom, George W. Van Tassel, Director; P. 0. 
Box 419, Yucca Valley, California, donations accepted for 
improvement of publication and for building fund of the 
college, are the following questions and answers: 

Q. : "Have any of the people of the Earth been taken 
for rides?" 

A.: There have been several hundred given rides for a 
specific reason." 

Q.: "Do you have two classes of ships such as material 
and etherian?" 

A.: "We have 62 various types of craft in your atmos
pherefrom among our 369 models and sizes. Our Confedera
tion does not make any distinction between our people from 
any life level or system." 

Q.: "Where do the many space ships we see come from?" 
A.: "Most of those observed in your atmosphere have 

come from your Moon, Mars and Venus. We have had a 
few ships from other solar systems observing Earth also." 

Q.: "What are the various dimensions of your ships?" 
A.: "We have remote controlled craft in your dimensions 

two feet in diameter. We have among some of our systems 
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craft of the disk type 1500 feet in diameter and of the 
spherical type 4500 feet in diameter. We have in the 
torpedo type, craft three miles in diameter and 16 miles 
long. Our space station orbiting around the planet called 
Mars is 10 miles in diameter. Our control station for the 
first four densities, as you have been told, is 14,000 miles in 
diameter; double the size of your planet. It does not orbit 
around anything. It follows the same lines of force that 
your Sun follows." 

SPACECRAFT CONVENTION 

George Van Tassel, operator of Giant Rock airport, has 
set April 4, 1954 as the date for a one-day Spacecraft Con
vention. Noted authorities on spacecraft are expected to 
be present. 

There will be no admission fee, but visitors are asked to 
bring their own food and refreshments. 

It is hoped that an actual spacecraft may land at the 
airport and be witnessed by all those present. 

LATEST RUMORS 

Rumor has it that a huge Space Ship from Venus has 
landed at Muroc Air Base. It is reported to be at North 
Field, Muroc, California. It is said to be guarded by our 
government with the Space Being standing by, while our 
scientists and other so-called experts examine the ship. 

Report also has it that the Space Visitors from Clarion, 
(Mr. Bethurum's friends), landed their ship at Palomar 
observatory. They also allowed our experts to go through 
the ship. 

Before taking off to their native planet, they invited one 
earth being to return with them. Strange as it seems, no 
one volunteered. 
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LATEST SAUCER NEWS FROM ENGLAND 

As we go to press, "Flying Saucer News," the official 
journal of the Flying Saucer Club of Great Britain arrived, 
chuck full of saucer sightings, landings and comments. 

Although Interplanetary News Digest deals more inti
mately with the saucers and their passengers, it is most re
freshing to know of the many and numerous sightings all 
over the world. This editor is most grateful for the F. S. 
News from England. (The Flying Saucer News, 42 Rot
bury Road, Hove 3, Sussex, England. Secretary, Richard 
Hughes. To American friends, 6 issues $1.00, by air, $2.00.) 

From page 19 of the current issue, it states that Frank 
Edward, well known American news commentator men
tioned in recent broadcasts that an unidentified object is 
under observation by scientists at a West Coast military 
fi eld. This checks with the latest rumor printed elsewhere iin 
this Digest in regard to a spaceship being at Muroc, Calif. 

Also, Mr. Edwards reported a huge circular disc which 
hovered over Bermuda during the first week of December, 
1953. I might add, also, that rumor has it, that a Space 
Being appeared at the Big Three Conference at that time 
and gave a great speech on a very timely subject! 

Also, during December, another interesting item by Mr. 
Edwards: Saucers were sighted over Quantico Marine 
Base, Virginia . The saucers came over this base for four 
successive nights, and flew at high altitudes and also at tree
top level. The marines said the saucers were performing 
controlled maneuvers, but on the fourth night one of them 
landed about half a mile from the base. A group of marines 
who were near the area where the saucer was landing said 
it only stayed on the ground a few seconds, and then took 
off and was out of sight in a matter of seconds. They 
described it ;tS being "round, with red pulsating lights. " 

Sorry, plenty of space out there, but no more space in 
this issue of Interplanetary News Digest. Thank you, 
Richard Hughes, of F. S. News from England. 
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PROJECT MAGNET 

Canadian scientists are preparing the world's first "Flying 
Saucer Sighting Station" at Shirley's Bay, ten miles from 
Ottowa. The project is being backed by. the Canadian 
Government's Department of Transport, in co-operation 
with the Defence Research Board, and is nearing com
pletion. It is known as "Project Magnet." 

Those manning the station are directed by the Depart
ment of Transport to "do what you can to prove or disprove 
the existence of Flying Saucers." Mr. Wilbert Smith, a 
D of T engineer, is responsible for installing the electronic 
equipment-several pieces of which are secret-and the 
station will work all around the clock. 

The new station is regarded as proof that Canada's lead
ing scientists are taking the matter seriously enough to pro
vide new equipment and personnel for this purpose. 

Rumour has it that the equipment includes instruments 
for measurin~ changes in mass and gravity. However, one 
of our members tells us that a scientist friend of his has 
stated that the idea of such instruments is "all bunk"-so we 
don't know quite what to believe-which, of course, is far 
from unusual. ... 

The Transport Department's telecommunication expert 
believes that there is a 60% probability of the Saucers being 
alien vehicles from outer space. 

Every eighteen months the earth and Mars reach their 
closest proximity, and this will again occur next summer, 
when the Project is expected to be in full operation. 

It has been noticed that the flying saucer reports reach 
a maximum coinciding with this period of proximity. 

(The above is, in the main, taken from "Reuter" reports.) 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Interplanetary News Digest Editor, 
P. 0. Box 426, Joshua Tree, Calif. 
Dear Miss Johnston : 

Greetings. It is splendid that you stress the great oppor
tune need of realizing one's Christ Within! How needful 
it is that mankind be brought back on the lines of true think
ing and delivered from error thinking. 

God speed your effort with Peace, Power and Plenty. 
Sincerely yours, G. L. P., Vera Beach, Florida. 

Dear Editor: 
Let's put spatial people to a few simple tests by which 

they may be evaluated and their true worth revealed: 
1. Is self their chief consideration? Are they out to conquer 

or get something from man? Are they to "get" or "give"? 
2. Weigh the Object and End aimed at. What is their 

Purpose? What is accomplished? 
3. How do they grade in the fourth dimensional mighties? 

0 Man, Awal:c. Arouse! 
"Look matters in the face!" Go to the Root of the r.:at'~cr 

and be thou a God thyself in discerning that that meliorate 
the condition of man. 

"Welcome Etherians !" who live in "Ethe" in spiritual 
bodies. More beautiful, made of finer stuff and far stronger. 
(A touch of an etherean hand on a corporeal arm makes a 
big man wince.) 

Grand, God-like men and women from other worlds! 
And like the God of Kosman, who comes to us like a Brother 
with tens of thousands of years' experience! So they come 
to Raise Man Up to full Spiritual Adulthood. 

Credit to whom credit is due: The CREATOR OF 
WORLDS WITHOUT NUMBER. 

Yours in the Light of Kosmon, 
V. L. S., Massillon, Ohio. 
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A PRAYER FOR THE NATIONS 

God give us light, a fierce, revealing radiance 
To put to shame the vaulted candle flame 
Of matter goaded by man into destructive 
Incandescence; light to pierce the dreadful darkness 
Of our understanding. Blinded by the lurid glare of war, 
Confused by hate, we grope among the ruins 
Of our shattered world, and know no peace. 
And hope recedes as we approach, driven 
From us by incendiary men and our own want of faith. 
Give us light to reveal us as we stand, 
Naked among our hates and lusts for power and advantage. 
Give us a beacon light toward humanity. 
Aye, Lord, we ask no greater mira·de than this, 
Humility; humility before the awful truth 
Of our failure and ineptitude. 
Then give us courage to face this light, 
And face the circumstances of our failure, 
!hat through the hate-engendered tragedies 
Of our yet undisclosed destiny 
We might retrieve our pride as Sons of God, 
And from the experience of our degradation 
And our suffering, learn to practice Love 
In our relationships, and set examples of nobility 
Of conduct for the generations yet unborn. 
God give us light. · 

Eric C. H. Olson. 

"The Goodly Company saith unto me: Lo, the Father 
hath instructed us, we do go on before you, we show you 
paths to peace; achievement cometh to you, we expound 
those achievements; raise up a standard to the Lord God 
and follow it sweetly to a triumph over madness; our foot
prints vanish only on pinnacles of light."-Golden Scrip.ts, 
chapter 14, verse 37. 
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OTHER NEW AGE PUBLICATIONS 

I RODE A fLYING SAUCER 
By George Van Tassel. Price $1.00 
The strange story of the author and his desert retreat, and 
some of the extraordinary messages from outer space. 

THE SAUC£RS SPEAK 
By George H. Williamson and Alfred C. Bailey Price $2.00 
A Documentary Report of Interstellar Communication by 
Radiotelegraphy. Contains startling information and con
vincing proof that people from Other Worlds are with us. 
The amazing experience of Dr. Williamson and associates is 
fully described together with a transcript of communica
tions received and the affidavit of the witnesses present. 

ABOARD A fLYING SAUCER 
By Truman Bethurum. Price $3.00 
The outstanding news story of 1953. Mr. Bethu_rum, com
pletely taken by surprise by men from Outer Space was 
ushered into a Flying Saucer, met the woman commander 
of the ship, describes minute details about the furnishings, 
dress, manners, speech and life on the planet "Clarion." 
No one who knows Mr. Bethurum and hears his story doubts 
his veracity and sincerity. 

STAR GUESTS 
By W. D. Pelley. Price $4.00 
A Soulcraft publication revealing mounting evidence that 
life on this planet may have come from another heavenly 
system. Explains some of the great arcane mysteries of the 
Cosmos and gives much information about life after death. 
You need this knowledge to help you understand today's 
Drama of the Skies. 

SAUCfRS 
A review of latest Saucer developments. Issued by Flying 
Saucers International. 4 issues $1.00. 

NEW AGE PUBLISHING CO. 
1542 Glendale Boulevard Los Angeles 26, Calif. 
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